How the Pro Can Sell to the "Wholesale" Shopper

By SAMUEL RAUWORTH

CHEAPEST STUNT OF THE MONTH

In a Chicago district pro shop two characters who by some mistake were accepted as private club members were looking at a display of golf bags. One of them had a golf catalog in his hand.

The catalog carrier pointed to a bag, then to an illustration in the catalog. "It's the same bag," he said to the other fellow, then asked the price of the bag.

The assistant gave the price.

The two turned away and the catalog carrier said triumphantly to his companion: "It's a deal then; I'll get it for you wholesale."

The above item in August, 1951, GOLF-DOM has continued to interest me as I know it's a problem that confronts many professionals and is especially bad at clubs where the pro is doing everything he possibly can to serve and expecting to make a living on direct profits of his shop although many of his services to his members are given free.

The "buy it wholesale" lure is strong. Few of us are immune to it and even a professional who has been angered by members buying "wholesale" probably has been guilty of beating some other retailer out of a profit by "wholesale" purchases. It is a continuous menace to retailers and in some instances is given strong and inconsistent support by unions who make their own discount retail buying deals but whose members are in industries where there'd be violent protests if the consumers got discounts.

In the golf field the pros do have some defense in "pro only" merchandise but the consumer attitude and the distribution of consumers in golf make it necessary for the pros to go further than is possible with the excellent asset of exclusive lines.

The problem sometimes is delicate because, after you'd lost one sale to a "buy it wholesale" deal you don't want to have the customers afraid to come in your shop so you can sell him something else.

Possibly one of the main reasons for "wholesale" buying of club members is that they don't understand that the pro is paid only a nominal amount and for the extensive services he renders the club without charge it is an implied obligation of members to give him an opportunity to make a legitimate retail profit on their requirements for golf. But there always are members who are eager for a bargain, forgetful or unmindful of correct practice of club members, or some who simply have to save.

Few golfers who buy "wholesale" after getting your advice and checking your merchandise are as obvious as the pair in the item above, but even the subtle ones can make you mad! You know that beefing about it or "crying" for the business as a matter of fair play is not very effective. Is there anything you can do about it?

Yes, there is. A sampling of consumer attitudes and a good look at discount merchandising indicates this course for effective action:

1) Accept the facts.
2) Compete on a non-price basis, as a general policy.
3) Be ready to compete on a price basis, when necessary.

How Customers Think

Before amplifying these points, let's look at the facts. What does the customer think, how widespread is discount buying, what is the attitude of manufacturers?

These interviews with consumers, presented here in the everyday language in which they were recorded, were made with only a minimum of guiding questions in the hope that the consumer would volunteer his own opinions, which in some cases he did.

Restaurant equipment sales manager: Can and did buy "wholesale." Thought he was getting goods at wholesaler's cost through a supplier of his firm. This supplier sold the firm a large volume of business goods, and to retain their goodwill, allowed employees to buy personal items at cost. Easy terms from a retailer would influence him little toward buying retail. Had predetermined brand preference before buying wholesale. Had no fair-dealing qualms about buying at less than retail price.

Beef buyer, packing house: Bought silverware recently at about 20% discount. Knew pattern, brand and prices before buying. Thought it would be better to buy clothing thru retailer because he
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needed advice on style and wanted wide selection. Easy terms made no difference to him; would still buy wholesale.

Employee, oil company: Has never bought at discount. Type of product would determine whether he would buy whole-
sale. Easy terms would influence him to buy comparable goods from a retailer. Would like a wide assortment a good retailer might have. Store prestige and name would mean something to him. On buying a blind item, his belief in ability and sincerity of the retailer might influence him to forego possible savings in buying at a discount.

Employee in premium department, advertising agency: Bought items at a dis-
count from premium goods houses for executives and employees. Said this serv-

ice to employees raised morale considerably, and that before Christmas, 1950, over $2,000 in merchandise was pur-
chased. Keeping track of shipments, book-
keeping and collecting began to take so much time from regular work that the boss “cracked down”. This economy move, however, was offset by the executives themselves; they kept her busy buying gifts for their own Christmas giving.

Shoe salesman: Bought shoes on em-
ployees’ discount; bought radio parts wholesale through a radio mail order house. He said anyone could get this mail order discount catalog by writing for it. He would think twice before buying any merchandise requiring service (refrigerator, television set, laundry machine) — feels he would get better service from a retailer. Thought so-called wholesale was not truly at cost — must be some margin there. Would buy fashion goods from re-
tailer because he wanted good fit and style.

Buyer, university bookstore: Had dis-
count card which she had never used, but had bought (without needing a discount card) sterling silver at 25% to 30% off. Knows that “wholesale” is not true whole-
seal cost. Not likely to buy fashion goods wholesale. Says the university now dis-
courages discount buying on basis of busi-
dness ethics and because of cost of assum-
ing retailer’s functions. Bother of buying personal items at discount for university employees caused lots of extra bookkeep-
ing at bookstore.

Discount House Business

Now, what about discount houses? A magazine devoted to the individual buyer, Consumer’s Union, recently reported that there are 77 “discount houses” in New York City plus 33 wholesalers which per-
mit their showrooms to be patronized by discount house customers. It was esti-
mated that, excluding automobiles, dis-
count houses in NYC do 10% of all re-
tailing. Shoppers for the magazine found 2 discount houses in Baltimore, 1 in Bos-
ton, 12 in Chicago, 8 in Los Angeles. In Detroit, employees of large companies and members of teacher’s associations could get discounts. There were no admitted discount houses in Milwaukee, but shop-
ners were offered 10% to 20% discount at regular retail outlets.

The kind of merchandise featured by discount houses tends toward the follow-
ing characteristics:

Branded goods, readily identifiable by model number, not seasonal, little style risk, permitting high turnover. Examples: electrical appliances, radios, household equipment, sporting goods, jewelry and luggage. Soft goods are seldom featured because of difficulty in establishing compa-
parable prices and because of problems of style, fitting and alterations.

Representative discounts run from 10% to 20%. For example, a $59.50 Bulova watch for $47.50, a $329.75 Frigidaire for $269.00, a $39.95 Zenith radio for $32.

How do they sell at a discount and still make a profit? A comparison of gross sales, mark-up and expenses could be pre-

sent, but the gist of the analysis is quick turnover. That they do make a profit may be inferred from the findings of the survey; of 26 discount houses in business in 1937, 19 were still thriving in 1949. Two of these discount houses have been in business since 1922.

What is the attitude of the manufac-
turers?

First, about Fair Trade Laws, remem-
ber that the National Retail Druggist Association is generally accepted as the power behind this legislation, not the drug manufacturers. The retailer is hobbled by organized efforts to prevent price cutting, for discount houses are not subject to Fair Trade Laws, and can cut prices. Furthermore, price cutting is no crime; it is rather like a tort or private injury, merely giving the right to a civil suit. The policing job is that of the manufac-
turer or distributor, not of the state. Too often, if the manufacturer has an account selling a lot of merchandise, he wants to look the other way when the matter of the account’s business practices is brought up. After all, no one wants to shoot Santa Claus.

For instance, a manufacturer started suits against 10 dealers in 1948 after Pinkerton detectives bought 28 electric blankets at an average of 17% below retail. The manufacturer received an in-
junction but, later in the year, 8 of the original 10 were charged with violating the injunction. The most damaging point brought up in defense was that the same electric blankets could be bought at less than what the price-cutters charged if the buyer had an “in” at the manufac-
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turer's supply corporation. The logical question is: if the manufacturer wanted to stop price cutting, why didn't he refuse to sell these dealers after the first violations were uncovered?

Now, back to the three steps the pro can take to meet this problem of discount buying.

1) **Accept the facts:** Discount buying is widespread and likely to continue. Commercial ethics, doing-the-right-thing-by-our-pro and live-and-let-live do not seem to influence many consumers to buy comparable merchandise at retail prices if they can get it at a discount. Manufacturers like to sell their goods, and they like retail outlets that sell a lot of their goods.

2) **Compete on a non-price basis:** Joe Schmartguy is not so sure of himself as he pretends, or else he wouldn't "shop" to get your advice. Notice the customers who answer:

   a) that they would hesitate to buy items having factors of style or fit at a discount. Buyers are afraid of getting unsuitable goods. Qualified advice is a service that's "pro only."

   b) that a wide assortment would influence them. You have all makes and models; the wholesaler is likely to have but one or two makes... his advice on clubs is hardly impartial

   c) that service from a retailer would influence them. One important service is having the clubs at a convenient place at the right time. How much more awkward will it be for the buyer to get the clubs wholesale? Can he get them as promptly?

   Be sure that the buyer is not confusing your price for Shirlie Birdie Registered with discount house price for Shirlie Birdie Autograph. Your willingness to break a set of woods, allowing buyer to take the #1 and #3, or to accept trades, are services the discount house cannot match.

3) **Be ready to compete on a price basis, when necessary.** There are price buyers in almost every club. Maybe you can get them only in late season during clearance sales when you are clearing out what you didn't sell. You usually can undersell the discount dealer then. You won't make the profit you should but you'll convert your stock into cash and have your accounts in good shape for doing your next season's buying.

   It may pain you to have to cut prices for clearance but some of the wisest and most successful retailers have to do it.

   But when you do have clearances try to tactfully get across to the player who bought "wholesale" that you have a better buy for him than the purchase he made.

By that time he'll probably be thinking the clubs he bought "wholesale" weren't what he needed or the bag he bought wholesale will look like it's years old, and he may wish that he'd come to you in the first place.

---

**Private Club Slot Law Forecast for Kansas**

A. L. Shultz, Topeka (Ks.) State Journal political writer, in his weekly political letter, in commenting on prohibition of slot machines in Kansas, said:

"Club directors * * * issued hasty emergency orders to reduce pay rolls, close dining rooms, ban free lunches and dinners, cancel commitments for lush donations to charities and civic agencies. * * * One by one sumptuary laws and yardstick moral codes have been shattered by new generations of liberal thinkers, as Kansas turned into the new century with philosophies that shocked the puritan pilgrims. So, as surely as comes the morning sunrise, rigid regulations denying privilege in private places are on the way out * * * Chances are strongly in favor of the Legislature providing a sensible law that will grant (slot machine) privilege to organized groups and at the same time keep the devices from public places and playing by minors. Safeguards such as surround the well-framed, generally respected and obeyed liquor control law will be necessary."

---

**LOU’S A LICENSED PRO**

Lou Galby, pro at the Mill River CC, Stratford, Conn., recently was re-elected for his fourth term as Connecticut PGA president. Lively Lou, a cheerful, canny and untiring propagandist for pro golf and a bright exhibit of successful pro businessman, has had his pro promotion work officially recognized by the state of Connecticut. Look at Lou’s automobile license number.
Responsibility Is Big Measure of Superintendent’s Worth

By JAMES E. THOMAS

Much has been said and written about the golf course superintendent’s lack of recognition; that he is the forgotten man of golf. This all may be true to some extent, but it is not a condition beyond correction and the situation is improving.

At present golf course superintendents are much too content with the pleasure derived from being happy in their chosen calling. This attitude is back-firing, and preventing the proper growth and expansion of course maintenance as a profession.

Something is lacking; we have the knowledge, skill and experience, but are not doing a very good job of selling ourselves. We turfmen have not been active enough in telling our golfing friends of the contributions superintendents have made in the last decade for better golf playing conditions. We have been so wrapped up in our work, that we have failed to advertise our accomplishments.

The time has come for the man responsible for the course to become better acquainted with the general golfing public. He should no longer brood over his obscurity, nor should he worry about club officials not fully recognizing his ability, or failing to realize and understand the important problems involved in modern turf maintenance.

The depression years and World War II seem to have brought about a change in the operation and management of the nation’s golf clubs. In this new shift, the number of inactive members have decreased and there is more golf participation. The perpetual foursomes of old appear to have vanished with the times. This has brought about a clash in viewpoints between the old guard and the newcomers.

Blame, Same As Usual

The veterans were well versed and steeped in their golfing lore, and were very much interested in lowering their individual handicaps, while the newer members are concerned mainly with winning from their opponents. But always, everyone expects perfect playing conditions at all times. If that objective is not reached, the superintendent is the man who receives the blame.

Club organizations are no longer one-man affairs. Their financial structures are sounder, so certain wealthy members, or club angels no longer have to bear the burden of paying deficits and keeping the ship afloat. This means that key employees do not have to cater to the whims of the certain few in power in order to hold their posts. Job security now more than ever rests in efficiency and the ability to show results.

The situation now existing at most clubs is that members pay dues to come and play golf, and not to assume heavy worries and responsibilities as officials. They are as a rule active business men who wish and desire to enjoy the pleasures of their clubhouse and course without being burdened to any great extent with its business management.

Must Assume Responsibility

So they endeavor to meet this condition by securing competent subordinates and entrusting them with the details of administration and operation. These aides must be prepared to take over much of the responsibility of their chairman’s duties, and act as his right hand at all times.

It is very often the case that a newly appointed Green-committee knows very little about the running of a golf course and must depend solely upon the knowledge and ability of the course superintendent for the successful operation of the golf plant, as a result; this job is one of the most important of the club.

As a contrast; the old time green-chairman at the fortunate clubs considered his assignment as a hobby, he was content to remain in office indefinitely. “The growing of two blades of grass, where one grew before, afforded him as much pleasure as a round of golf.” He was more or less familiar with golf design and upkeep. He was the greenkeeper’s friend, and fully understood his problems.

Years ago those in attendance at turf lectures were mostly Green-committee chairmen and club officials who were interested in the betterment of their golf property. The average greenkeeper of those days was seldom seen at such a gathering. His only knowledge of what took place came to him in the form of an order that was neither explained, or discussed. He was often just considered a
Invite your members to see the world's most wanted golf clubs—"MT" Tourney irons and the New "Eye-O-Matic" woods, or the matching MacGregor Tufhorse golf bags, shag bags and carry-alls. They're profit-makers for every pro... and are available only in pro shops.
When was the last time you invited your members to visit your pro shop to see the new golf merchandise?

We're not trying to tell you how to run your business, but when you don't take steps to encourage visits from your members, chances are some orders are lost. It's a hard fact . . . but you have to compete for the customer's dollar just as any other businessman.

Invite them!

With the many new MacGregor items available this year . . . and every year, for that matter . . . you ought to make it a regular practice to invite your members to browse around your shop. You'll be surprised at the extra business you can develop by just a simple invitation. It doesn't have to be an engraved job. Perhaps a friendly telephone call, a handwritten note or a mimeographed bulletin will be enough to attract members to your shop.

Why don't you try and see for yourself?
EDUCATION IN GREENS CARE

At the Firestone course at Akron, O., caddies and members are shown by these pictures how to correct ball marks in greens. The approach shot "shell holes" are costly to repair by the maintenance force and with limited course labor the depressions don't often get levelled but remain to ruin putting. Course supt.s say members and caddies must have ball dent repair on greens added to the divot replacement and trap footprint removal education campaigns if courses are to be kept in good condition without increasing maintenance expense appreciably. Issuing sturdy forks to caddies and having them return them before they're paid will be standard practice at first class clubs, the supts. say. That means the supts. and caddie-masters will share another job in caddie education. Eventually supts. forecast, somebody will be making a short-handled sturdy fork players will carry in the ball pockets of their bags or hand to their caddies for ball dent repairing.

Conditions have changed since those days, turf authorities now take their messages directly to the man responsible for the growing of the grass. They realize that the experience of the practical man on the job is useful and valuable to them in their research work, as he furnishes the final proving grounds. Together a strong co-operating team has been formed, and from it has come many worthwhile accomplishments in better turf development.

The crew foreman of yesterday now bears the title of greenkeeping superintendent. He goes to school, attends annual college short courses, and turf conferences, so as to better fit himself for his vocation. He has a knowledge of chemistry, botany, soils, drainage, and other kindred subjects as they pertain to the growing of good golf turf. As a rule he is a very enthusiastic person, very much in love with his work, and always eager to find out what is new. Often it is an old story that he has heard many times before; yet when told in different words, its meaning is better understood, and is seen in a newer and clearer light.

Golfers of today will provide the money for operation, but they shun the thought of the thankless task of supervision. They choose to leave that responsibility to their employees as much as possible, yet, it is very important that the club officers in charge have the knowledge of what modern golf course upkeep involves, if this does not exist, the property suffers in more ways than one, inexperienced management can destroy overnight years of constructive work and achievement.

The Green-chairman's Job

The unseasoned and newly appointed Green-committee cannot resultfully discuss modern course maintenance and costs as they exist today. The subject is a complex and technical one that is ever-changing, and requires much study, plan-

(Continued on page 71)